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Abstract

Diverse multi-modal behaviors provide important cues in establishing and maintaining interactional rapport. However, these behaviors are often subtle and culture-specific. In this paper, we focus on two forms of backchannel behavior: vocal backchannels and non-verbal head nods. We employ a corpus of quasi-monologic story-telling interactions elicited from three distinct language/cultural groups: American English, Mexican Spanish, and Iraqi Arabic speakers. Through this corpus, we investigate prosodic cues associated with these two different types of verbal feedback. We identify both similarities and differences in the cues exploited by the speakers of these diverse language/cultural groups. Although both typically classed as backchannels, we observe substantial differences in cues associated with verbal backchannels and head nods across these languages. These contrasts argue for a more fine-grained analysis of the role and mode of social resonance behaviors.

Index Terms: prosody, backchannels, multilingual analysis, multimodal

1. Introduction

The character of face-to-face interaction can differ significantly from one cultural group to another. For members of a specific cultural group, certain speech and nonverbal behaviors may enable them to establish a sense of rapport with others. Rapport has been shown to increase the success of goal-directed interactions, and it can also promote knowledge sharing and learning. Thus, studying rapport systematically is important. Previous work has identified cross-cultural differences in a variety of behaviors that may play a role in signaling mutual engagement, endorsement or appreciation. These behaviors include nodding [1], posture [2], facial expression [3], gaze [4], cues to vocal back-channel [5, 6, 7], and co-verbal gesturing [8] as well.

[9] argued that coordination, positive emotion, and mutual attention are key elements of interactional rapport. In the verbal channel, coordination is manifested in regulation of turn-taking and backchannels among conversational participants. Foundational work by [10] established that conversational interaction is fundamentally rule-governed. Multi-modal cues including gaze, posture, nod and prosody were shown to signal turn-taking. In addition, [11] contrasted nodding and other listener behaviors in Japanese, English and Mandarin Chinese. These studies highlighted the cross-cultural differences in the type and frequency of listener response behavior in different languages. The Japanese speakers exhibited the most frequent feedback, followed by Chinese and then English.

Several recent studies investigated the role of verbal, especially prosodic, cues in signaling listener verbal feedback in dyadic and multi-party scenarios based on a quantitative and computational perspective. In [12], features from shallow processing, like pause duration and part-of-speech (POS) tag sequences, are shown to be helpful in predicting backchannels. In [13],[14], it was reported that increases in pitch and intensity, as well as certain POS patterns, are key verbal backchannel-inviting cues in task-oriented dialog. The multi-lingual comparison discussed in [5, 6, 7] found that pitch patterns, e.g., periods of low pitch or drops in pitch, are positively associated with listener backchannels in Japanese, English, Arabic and Spanish speakers. [15] presented initial analyses of another multi-modal corpus of American English, Mexican Spanish, and Arabic, highlighting significantly greater rates of listener verbal contributions in Arabic-speaking dyads than in either American English or Mexican Spanish dyads. In addition, initial prosodic analysis of contexts eliciting verbal contributions indicated widespread use of pitch and intensity cues. Using the same corpus, [16] demonstrated improved prediction of listener verbal feedback through a combination of class reweighting and oversampling using Support Vector Machines trained on prosodic features.

Other research has investigated cues to and recognition of backchannels in other modalities such as head nod. [17, 18] employed a multi-modal corpus of English dyadic interactions to investigate verbal and non-verbal backchannels, associating differences in backchannel function with differences in backchannel form. Recently, [19] investigated cultural differences in gaze, proxemics, and backchannel behavior in a multi-modal corpus of American English, Mexican Spanish, and Arabic speakers. [20] developed a highly effective technique for predicting backchannel nods, exploiting pause and shallow lexical cues, as well as some prosodic cue patterns in a Conditional Random Field framework. [21] also investigated prediction of head nods using Support Vector Machines based on speaker silence, pitch, and head movement.

While more theoretical work has discussed a broad range of interacting multi-modal cues to interactional rapport, the majority of the empirical studies, such as those above, have focused on a single cue to social resonance, such as verbal backchannels or nods. Furthermore, these sorts of backchannels are often treated as a single monolithic class, although the literature has proposed a more fine-grained characterization of backchannel discourse function, as explored in [18, 22]. Limitations on availability of suitable annotated corpora as well as intrinsic complexity have led to this focus. We exploit a multi-modal, multilingual data corpus of quasi-monologic story-telling among conversational dyads with high interactional rapport. We investigate eliciting cues associated with both listener verbal backchannels and nods across three diverse language/cultural groups.
groups: Iraqi Arabic, American English, and Mexican Spanish speakers. We first analyze the prosodic speaker cues associated with each of these types of listener backchannel independently, identifying similarities and contrasts across languages and backchannel types. In particular, we identify a divergence in the use of prosodic cues to these two types of interactional signals. An integrated analysis allows us to explain this divergence and to provide a more nuanced understanding of the use of these social resonance signals in dyadic conversation.

2. Multi-modal Rapport Corpus

We employ the same multi-modal dyadic corpus used in [15, 16] that employs unrehearsed story-telling to elicit a controlled comparison of listener behavior in dyadic rapport across three language/cultural groups: American English (recorded in the United States), Mexican Spanish (recorded in the United States), and Iraqi Arabic (recorded in the United States and Amman, Jordan). Each pair of individuals was audio- and video-recorded performing their assigned task. All of these dyads were close acquaintances or family members with assumed well-established rapport from the same language/cultural group. One of them played the "speaker" role, and the other played the "listener" role. The "speaker" participant viewed the six minute "Pear Film", developed in [23] for language-independent elicitation. Afterward, the speaker related the story to the active and engaged listener, who would need to retell the story later based only on the information they obtained from the speaker.

All recordings have been fully transcribed and time-aligned to the audio, using a semi-automated procedure. An initial, coarse manual transcription at the phrase level, according to the silence- (non-speech-) delimited intervals, was converted to a full word and phone alignment using CU/Sonic [24], applying its language porting functionality to Spanish and Arabic.

In addition to transcription and alignment, the corpus is being annotated for other multi-modal behaviors, including gestures, gaze, blink, vocal backchannel, and head nod.

2.1. Annotation

The experiments in this paper use a subset of the corpus that has been fully transcribed, aligned, and annotated for vocal turn and backchannel and headnod. The set comprises 13 Arabic (≈ 1 hour total), 15 English (≈ 1.5 hours total), and 15 Spanish (≈ 1 hour total) dyads approximately balanced for gender and speaker role, each completing a single narrative retelling task.

Vocal backchannel All spans of speaker and listener speech were annotated with one of three tags:

- Speaking turn: the individual holds the floor
- Vocal backchannel: the individual speaks, indicating continued attention, but does not take the floor
- Sentence completion: the individual performs a collaborative completion of the other’s utterance, but does not take the floor.

For analysis, we group together the categories where the user does not take the floor and distinguish these as "vocal backchannel" in contrast to speaking turn. This grouping reflects the very low rate of the sentence completion class.

Head nod All spans of speaker and listener head nodding were annotated. Continuous periods of nodding were annotated as a single span, rather than annotating each oscillation.

3. Analysis Conditions

Here we focus on the listener side of our quasi-monologic storytelling interaction to identify those points at which the listener produces a verbal backchannel or head nod or takes a speaking turn. Consistent with [14], we take as our unit of analysis an interpausal unit (referred to as IPU or utterance), a contiguous span of speech by a speaker bounded by at least 50 ms of silence or non-speech, such as breath sounds, according to our transcription and alignment. For consistency and comparability in these experiments, we consider only those listener behaviors - turns, verbal backchannels, and nods - that begin in the silence interval between two speaker-side utterances. All feature extraction intervals are then relative to the end of the immediately preceding speaker-side utterance. We compare those speaker utterances that preceed and potentially cue these specific listener behaviors to those that do not. To allow our cross-language/cultural comparisons, we perform similar analyses independently for each group and contrast our findings.

3.1. Feature Extraction

Similar to [14], we extracted pitch, intensity, voice quality, speaking rate, and utterance duration features for each speaker-channel utterance. The full list is in Table 1. Pitch, intensity, and voice quality features are extracted using Praat's [25] “To Pitch...”, “To Intensity”, and “To Harmonicity...”, respectively. Measures are computed for 300ms or 1000ms intervals calculated from the end of the utterance; however, voice quality measures were calculated only over the aligned vowel spans within the intervals. All duration, word, and phone position information is obtained from the semi-automatic alignment described above. For all acoustic-prosodic features, we performed a log-scaled, z-score normalization per speaker/dyad before analysis.

4. Analysis of Vocal Backchannels

For each of the measures above, we compare the speaker-side utterances immediately preceding listener vocal backchannels (BC) to those preceding listener speaking turns (T) and to those with no listener verbal activity (N)². In each case, we perform Kruskal-Wallis tests, followed by Tukey post-hoc tests as necessary, to identify significant differences on these measures across these different listener verbal conditions; differences are considered significant at the $p < 0.05$ level. The proportion of speaker utterances immediately preceding listener verbal backchannels (BC) and speaking turns (T) for each language in the corpus is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>Mean over last 300ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>Mean over last 300ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice quality</td>
<td>NHR over last 1000ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking rate</td>
<td>Words/sec over IPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Words over IPU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Prosodic features for analysis

4Due to the relatively small absolute number of listener backchannels and the difficulty of POS tagging dialectal Arabic and conversational Spanish speech, we excluded POS tag sequence analysis. We also did not have the resources for manual ToBI intonation annotation

5These results are a significant refinement of [15, 16] by breaking down the analysis by type of listener verbal behavior.
shown in Table 2. We find significant effects for many of these cues across the different languages. Key differences appear in Table 3.

The overall trends are as follows. Across all three language/cultural groups, verbal backchannels are associated with lower speaking rate, longer utterance duration, and lower voice quality measures on preceding speaker utterances than contexts with no listener verbalizations.

Verbal backchannels are associated with significantly lower pitch mean than are N cases in English and Arabic. Both English and Spanish exhibit lower intensity for BC than N; however, verbal backchannels in Arabic do not. The characterization of cues prior to listener turns is more complex. English listener turns are preceded by significantly higher mean pitch than are BC cases, while Arabic turn cases exhibit lower pitch than N, though no lower than BC. Differences in pitch slope are not significant for any group.

Overall, the presence of lowness, in pitch and/or intensity, as a cue for vocal backchannel across these language/cultural groups is consistent with prior findings by [5, 6, 7], though it contrasts with findings of [14] which linked increases in pitch and intensity with back-channels in English task-oriented dialog.

### 5. Head Nod Analysis

Analogously to the discussion of listener verbal backchannel and turn above, we compared those speaker utterances immediately preceding listener head nods (HN) to those with no listener nod (N); the proportion of HN in the corpus appear in Table 4. A summary of results appears in Table 5.

Curiously, although verbal backchannels and head nods are frequently viewed as comparable backchannels, in our corpus they are associated with quite different prosodic cues in the preceding speaker utterances. In many cases, there is no reliably significant prosodic difference between utterances preceding a listener head nod and those without.

Verbal backchannels are associated with low pitch and low intensity in English, whereas head nods appear to be linked to high pitch in the preceding speaker utterance in both English and Spanish. While similar voice quality contrasts appear in English and Spanish for verbal backchannels and head nods, only English maintains its speaking rate and duration contrasts across both verbal and non-verbal backchannels. For Arabic, head nods are associated with no significant prosodic differences, while pitch plays an important role in the verbal case. This divergence is particularly surprising given that approximately 50% of verbal backchannels cooccur with headnods overall; percentages of IPUs with feedback overlap are shown in Table 6. In the case of many Arabic female listeners, all verbal backchannels are produced within one second of a headnod.

### 6. Joint Analysis of Verbal Backchannel and Head Nod Cues

We will consider these two different types of social resonance behavior - verbal backchannel and non-verbal head nod - together to better understand this apparent conflict. The apparent divergence in cues to verbal and non-verbal backchannels is most confusing in the case of concurrent verbal backchannels and head nods. We separate out the IPUs preceding these joint verbal and non-verbal backchannels (HN-BC) and compare them to the utterances that precede only verbal backchannels (BC) and those which precede only head nods (HN).

[22] provides an analysis of backchannel, including head nod function from less marked continuers to convergence tokens, engaged response tokens, and information receipt tokens. Building on that analysis, [18] identifies differences in backchannel form associated with these functions. In particular, the continuum is characterized by increases in duration and head nod magnitude, with continuers having the lowest duration and magnitude. To assess whether the isolated head nods and those in conjunction with backchannels might represent such different classes, we compare the durations of the head nods in the HN-BC and HN conditions. By Kruskal-Wallis test, we find that nod durations for HN are significantly longer than those for HN-BC for all three language/cultural groups. This contrast argues for treating these nod groups as two different classes.

Thus we group the utterances that precede joint verbal and non-verbal backchannels into the verbal backchannel (BC) class, keeping those that precede only head nods (HN) separate. These two categories exhibit significant differences in pitch across all three languages. The pure HN class is also significantly higher in pitch than the class of utterances that do not precede either verbal or non-verbal backchannels, for both English and Spanish. Detailed results for pitch and intensity are found in Table 7.

### 7. Discussion and Conclusions

We have highlighted similarities and differences in use of a range of prosodic cues to backchannel behaviors, including pitch, intensity, voice quality, duration, and speaking rate across three different language/cultural groups. In particular, we have

---

Table 2: Percentage of IPUs followed by listener turns (T) or vocal backchannels (BC), by type and language: (A)rabic, (E)nglish, and (S)panish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>BC</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Rates of IPUs followed by listener head nod, by language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>HN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Rates of IPUs with joint listener verbal feedback and head nod, by type and language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Pitch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; T</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; BC, T; HN &gt;&gt; BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; BC &gt;&gt; T; HN &gt;&gt; T</td>
<td>HN, T &gt;&gt; N, BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; T</td>
<td>HN &gt;&gt; N, BC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Contrasting cues for listener verbal backchannel (BC) including those with concurrent head, turn (T), isolated head nod (HN), and None (N).
Table 3: Significant differences in prosodic features for utterances preceding listener verbal backchannels (BC), turns (T), or no listener behavior (N). X >> Y indicates X significantly greater than Y.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Intensity Mean</th>
<th>Pitch Mean</th>
<th>Spkg Rate</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>NHR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>N, BC &gt;&gt; T</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; BC, T</td>
<td>N, BC &gt;&gt; T</td>
<td>BC &gt;&gt; N, T</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; BC &gt;&gt; T</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; BC; T &gt;&gt; BC</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; BC</td>
<td>BC &gt;&gt; N</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; T</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; BC</td>
<td>N &gt;&gt; BC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Significant differences in prosodic features for utterances preceding listener head nods (HN) or no listener behavior (N). X >> Y indicates X significantly greater than Y; n.s. indicates differences do not reach significance.

identified significant differences in prosodic cues, especially pitch, between verbal backchannels and head nods attested across languages. These contrasts argue that, far from being a monolithic class, these verbal and non-verbal backchannel behaviors are produced in response to substantially different cues. Furthermore, head nods themselves appear to fall into potentially two different categories, one appearing and patterning with verbal backchannels and another contrasting with them in prosodic measures, such as pitch.

We plan to further investigate whether and how these contrasts in prosodic cues reflect differences in function or form of these social resonance behaviors. We further hope to exploit these cues and insights into their cross-cultural similarities and differences to improve automatic prediction of backchannels.
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